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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
 

ARC PlanIt Project Database System Upgrade 
 
 
The Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) is seeking proposals from firms or a team of firms that 
will provide an assessment review and development plan to upgrade PlanIt - ARC’s current 
project management database. The Scope of Service for the work is attached as Exhibit A and 
provides detailed information regarding the level of effort required as well as specific tasks to 
be accomplished.  
 
ARC intends to award a contract for the work during the third quarter of 2020. It is anticipated 
that available funds for the project will be approximately $75,000. Any contract award for this 
work is contingent upon ARC receiving adequate funding for this purpose for the Georgia 
Department of Transportation (GDOT). Interested firms should submit a proposal that 
addresses the requirements listed below and in the Scope of Services in Exhibit A. The proposal 
should include a detailed breakdown of the proposed budget and task breakdown following the 
general format provided in Exhibits B and B-1. 
 
All dates are subject to change and provided for planning purposes. All work activities must be 
completed by December 31, 2020. The successful firm or team of firms should be prepared to 
begin work immediately. ARC reserves the right to award all or part of the available funds for 
this project.  
 
Proposal evaluation will focus initially on the written proposals. Should it be determined that 
interviews are required, a “short list” of firms will be selected from the proposals received.  If 
interviews are necessary, the short-listed firms will be invited to participate in an interview 
process with the evaluation committee. ARC will confirm a specific interview date and time with 
short listed firms in August 2020. ARC reserves the right to award this contract based on initial 
proposals received without formal interviews and to award all or project of this project to one 
or more firms.  
 
Proposals must include the following information: 
 

1. Name of lead firm and any sub-Consultants. 
2. Point of contact (name, title and phone #) at lead firm. 
3. Description of relevant experience on projects of this type. 
4. Qualifications and technical competence of Consultant/or sub-Consultants in the type of 

work required. 
5. Description of experience on similar projects including a list of references with current 

contact information. 
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6. Listing of key project personnel and their qualifications. 
7. Geographic location of the Consultant’s office performing the work. 
8. A detailed description of the technical approach proposed for accomplishment of the 

work. 
9. A proposed schedule and work plan for the accomplishment of the work described in 

Exhibit A. The work plan should include estimated hours by category for each task 
identified in Exhibit A. Please use the format of Exhibit B-1 for the estimated hours per 
task.  

10. A proposed project budget in the format at Exhibit B to this RFP. 
11. Completed certifications and DBE information at Exhibit C. 
12. Any other pertinent information. 

 
The review of written proposals will be based on the following evaluation criteria, with the 
relative weights in parentheses:  

 
1. Related experience, qualifications and references of the firm or project team 

(35%)  
2. Technical approach (35%)  
3. Work plan and schedule (20%)  

Note: This includes the Consultants’ ability to demonstrate a balanced workload 
for its staff in order to carry out its responsibilities to ARC in balance with any 
other contracts the Consultant may have.  

4. Proposed budget (10%) 
 
It is the policy of ARC that Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBEs) (49 CFR Part 26) have the 
maximum opportunity to participate, either as contractors or as subcontractors, in the 
performance of Commission contracts to the extent practical and consistent with the efficient 
performance of the contract.  ARC’s current DBE goal is 17.61%.  Information regarding ARC’s 
DBE Program can be found at www.atlantaregional.org/about-arc/business-services-
finance/arc-business-opportunities/.   
 
Additional information should not be required to respond to this RFP.  However, technical 
questions should be submitted in writing to Patrick Bradshaw no later than 4:00 PM on Friday, 
July 10, 2020.  Written questions should be submitted by email to 
pbradshaw@atlantaregional.org. All questions received, and responses to those questions, will 
be posted on the ARC website by 5:00 pm on Friday, July 17, 2020.   
 
Firms must respond to this RFP with written proposals as well as electronic versions of their 
proposals in PDF format. ARC must an electronic copy emailed to Patrick Bradshaw at 
pbradshaw@atlantaregional.org.  ARC must also receive one (1) hard copy via the address 

http://www.atlantaregional.org/about-arc/business-services-finance/arc-business-opportunities/
http://www.atlantaregional.org/about-arc/business-services-finance/arc-business-opportunities/
mailto:pbradshaw@atlantaregional.org
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below. The proposal must be in either Microsoft Word or PDF Format.  Proposals are due no 
later than noon (12:00PM EST) on Friday, July 31, 2020.  
 
Proposals shall not exceed a total of 30 pages (8.5 x 11), inclusive of resumes and firm 
experience. Covers, end sheets, budget exhibits, DBE documentation, and an introductory letter 
shall not count against these maximums. Font size should be at a minimum of 10 point. Please 
send proposals via USPS certified mail to: 
 
 Atlanta Regional Commission 
 ATTN: Patrick Bradshaw 
 229 Peachtree Street NE Suite 100 

International Tower 
 Atlanta, GA 30303 
 

Schedule Summary 
RFP Posted  Monday, June 29 2020 
Questions Due Friday, July 10, 2020 
Responses to Questions Posted Friday, July 17, 2020 
Proposals Due Friday, July 31, 2020 
Interviews Conducted (if needed) Mid-August 2020 
Contract Executed / NTP September 2020 
Contract Completed December 31, 2020 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST 
ARC is subject to the Georgia Open Records law. All proposals submitted will become public 
records to be provided upon request. Any information containing trade secrets or proprietary 
information, as defined by state law, must be marked as confidential to prevent disclosure. 
Confidential markings must be limited to the protected information. Entire proposals marked 
confidential will not be honored. Additionally, conflicts of interest are governed by the ARC 
Standards of Ethical Conduct available here: Standards of Ethical Conduct. Respondents must 
disclose any potential conflicts of interest that may arise from the provision of services 
described herein. Such disclosure should include the name of the individual(s) with whom there 
is a conflict, any relevant facts to the potential conflict, and a description of the internal 
controls proposed to mitigate any such conflict. ARC’s Staff Legal Counsel will determine 
whether such disclosure presents a potential organizational conflict of interest that should 
preclude award to the respondent.  

  

https://atlantaregional.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/arc-standards-of-ethical-conduct.pdf
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EXHIBIT A 
ARC PlanIt Project Database System Upgrade 

SCOPE OF WORK 
 

I. General: The work to be accomplished is in support of the following Atlanta Regional 
Commission (ARC) Cost Center: 
 

006BSR- Program Implementation 
 
II. Area Covered: All the necessary services provided in this contract will support the 20-
County Metropolitan Atlanta Transportation Planning Area. 
 
III. Goal: Develop an updated and efficient project database system for use by internal ARC 
staff for project programming maintenance, generating project list reports, and regional federal 
fund balancing exercises. Integration of a spatial representation of a project should be included 
in the upgraded system to assist with visualizing the project location. Additionally, the updated 
system will continue to include capabilities for external use by local government project 
sponsors, GDOT, and other partner agencies with access via login credentials. General public 
access should also remain but with limited functions as currently provided. All users will 
continue to have access to project history information for an individual line item project.  
 
IV. Background: Over the last 15 years, ARC has utilized an electronic database called PlanIt 
to house and generate reports on project information. 1PlanIt was written using Microsoft .NET 
with a SQL server back end and SQL Reporting Services. And the system was developed by 
internal staff from ARC’s Technical Services Group. The reports provide project details which 
include proposed cost estimates, schedules, and scope of work description. The database 
represents the entirety of the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) which includes the short-
range Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). Project data originates back to the early 
2000’s with the dataset requiring updates on a quarterly basis for the TIP and RTP to be current. 
All projects listed in the TIP and RTP are required by federal law to be listed in this document 
based on established criteria2.   
 
There are four (4) types of users of the current PlanIt system – Administrator, Internal ARC 
Staff, External Partner/Project Sponsor, and External General Public. The roles of each user will 
be described further under Exhibit A-1 for Task 1. Several require specific permissions such as 
editing or submittal of change requests. Whereas others are solely in a read-only format with 
basic search capabilities and the production of simplistic queries and reports.  
 

 
1 https://planitpublic.atlantaregional.com/ 
2https://documents.atlantaregional.com/transportation/TIP20/Administrative%20Modifications%20and%
20Amendments%20FAQs%20-%202020.pdf 

https://planitpublic.atlantaregional.com/
https://documents.atlantaregional.com/transportation/TIP20/Administrative%20Modifications%20and%20Amendments%20FAQs%20-%202020.pdf
https://documents.atlantaregional.com/transportation/TIP20/Administrative%20Modifications%20and%20Amendments%20FAQs%20-%202020.pdf
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Although PlanIt has worked well for ARC staff, its external partners, and the general public, ARC 
is looking to further elevate the user interface to allow for more interactive features and 
engagement with project sponsors. ARC also aims to have an upgraded system that will 
improve on efficiency when processing quarterly TIP Administrative Modifications. A spatial 
element is also lacking in the current system and ARC is looking to integrate GIS into the user 
interface to help the user better identify the project’s location. Currently, tying together project 
information with its spatial component is done under a separate process and not completed 
within the same system resulting in an inefficient and time-consuming process.  
 
All work tasks refer to an assessment of the existing PlanIt project database system and an 
evaluation of options available to update ARC’s management of transportation project 
information.  
 
Comprehensive progress reports detailing progress on each task will be submitted to ARC with 
each invoice, which will occur on a monthly basis. ARC will manage the selected consultant for 
the PlanIt System Upgrade. ARC will review all deliverables and direct relevant project 
management and stakeholder meetings. 
 
V. Work Tasks: 
 
Task 1 – Assessment of Current Project Database System and Review of Needs  
The Consultant will begin this task with an initial briefing with current ARC staff and select 
external partners and jurisdictions to gain an understanding of the user interface experience of 
the current system. The Consultant will then perform a technical review of the coding and 
functionality of the current PlanIt user interface to illuminate how well the existing system 
supports user requirements. This will be done with the support of ARC’s Technical Services 
Group staff.  
 
For further background and details on the user roles and upgrade needs, please see Exhibit A-1.  
 
Deliverable – Comprehensive report to ARC staff summarizing findings from user interviews and 
technical assessment of the system. This will assist with guiding Task 2.  
 
Task 2 – Evaluation of Options to Upgrade System 
Based on the review and assessment of the current system discovered in Task 1, a scan of 
potential solutions will be conducted by the Consultant in this task. The scan should examine 
both “off the shelf” packages which may be purchased and supported in house, as well as 
customized solutions available which may be built by firms with demonstrable experience in 
creating project database systems for public sector entities such as ARC. ARC is open to 
solutions that are cloud-based with ARC to retain ownership and maintenance of the system. 
The Consultant will refrain from recommending either packages or solutions developed by the 
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Consultant’s firm. A report will be produced and transmitted to ARC which includes a 
description of each option, its estimated costs, and an implementation plan.  
 
Deliverable – Report outlining options to assist with final decision making for system and user 
interface update in addition to cost estimates. 
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EXHIBIT A-1 
Scope of Work – Task 1 Details 

 
User Roles 
The user roles are defined as follows: 
 
Administrator – Full access to editing or deleting datasets, project information, report and fact 
sheet production. Also has full project search capabilities and control over adding/removing 
external users to the system.  
 
Internal ARC Staff – No editing privileges. Can perform searches across all TIP administrative 
modification quarter dataset that goes as far back as the early 2000’s. Has ability to produce 
reports and fact sheets.  
 
External ARC Partner/Project Sponsor – No editing privileges. Can perform searches for the 
current TIP quarterly administrative modification dataset only. Login capabilities allows the 
project sponsor to submit change requests or input information that may be useful to ARC staff. 
All comments and request changes are currently submitted in a text box and recorded for 
historical purposes. Comments are only viewable by all project sponsors and ARC staff. Change 
requests are only viewable by the project sponsor that submitted the request and the 
Administrator. Project sponsor can produce a report, but query functions are limited in addition 
to export functions.  
 
General Public – No editing privileges. Read-only format of the current TIP quarterly 
administrative modification dataset.   
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User Role Definition Summary 

 Plan-It Admin ARC Staff 
Users 

Project 
Sponsor Public 

Access Type Windows 
Authentication 

Windows 
Authentication 

 
Login/Password 

 
-- 

User  
(Add, “Delete”/Edit) 
Administration 

Invite/Modify 
”Delete” 

 
-- 

Modify one’s 
own account 

 
-- 

Contact 
Management 

Read/Write/ 
”Delete” Read -- -- 

Internal Comments 
(Author) Read/Write Read/Write -- -- 

External Comments 
(Author) Approve/Deny Read-Only Read/Write -- 

Manage 
(Add/”Delete”/Edit) 
Projects 

 
Read/Write/ 

”Delete” 

 
Read-Only 

 
Read-Only Read-Only 

Copy Projects Read/Write/ 
”Delete” -- -- -- 

Project Phasing 
 

Read/Write/ 
”Delete” 

Read-Only Read-Only Read-Only 

Manage 
(Add/”Delete”/Edit) 
LCI Projects 

Read/Write/ 
”Delete” -- -- -- 

GDOT Upload Read/Execute -- -- -- 

Manage FundTypes Read/Write/ 
”Delete” -- -- -- 

Load Images Yes -- -- -- 

Reporting on default 
data Read/Execute Read/Execute 

Read/Execute 
Only 

“Programmed” 
LongRange 

Plans 

Read/Execute 
Only 

“Programmed” 
LongRange 

Plans 
Detailed Project 
History/Comparison 
Reporting 

Read/Execute Read/Execute -- -- 

Project FactSheets Read/Execute Read/Execute Read/Execute Read/Execute 
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System Upgrade Needs 
 
The current PLANIT system is comprised of multiple component sites. An internal site is used 
for all ARC employees to access historic and current project information in addition to 
producing jurisdiction specific project lists and fact sheets. External users which include staff 
from the various counties, cities, and CIDs in the 20-county Metropolitan Planning Organization 
(MPO) region and the general public, have access only to the current dataset for the TIP and 
RTP project lists within the public-facing site. External access is further provided via the project 
sponsor site, which grants project sponsors the ability to submit change requests through 
quarterly TIP Administrative Modifications via a user-specific login. 
 
Internal ARC staff have readily available a list of needs and improvements that are required for 
all components of the updated system. Some of these improvements are listed below. 
 
 
Internal Site 

• Provide the ability to add and delete comments 
• Upgrade financial reporting capabilities 
• Add ability to assist with financial balancing of ARC-administered federal funding 

programs (STBG-Urban, TAP, CMAQ, HIP) 
• Improve general query capabilities. A user-friendly ad-hoc query engine which 

supports on-the-fly query requests is strongly preferred. Some specific queries 
desired by staff include the ability to query by fund source, project geography, 
project sponsor, project delivery status and total projects by sponsor over a 
specified history. 

• Expand reporting capabilities to match improvements to query functionality  
o Generate a report highlighting changes made to dataset as part of 

quarterly database updates (administrative modifications) for public 
inspection 

o Enhance reporting for projects which receive assistance through ARC’s 
Livable Centers Initiative (LCI) program 

o Provide a quarterly project delivery tracking report which follows the 
authorization status of project phases funded by ARC-administered 
federal programs 
 

 
Public Site 

• Enhance public database views (e.g. provide a more user-friendly default or 
detailed viewing option which resembles a one-page fact sheet) 

• Improve canned reporting options (such as the ability to export to Excel file 
format) 

• Provide device agnostic viewing capabilities to support the variety of methods 
employed by public users to view data on PLANIT 
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Project Sponsor Site 

• Provide ability for sponsors to submit modification requests via direct proposed 
editing of certain data fields, which is placed in an approval queue for ARC staff to 
review, approve, edit or deny. 

• Eliminate case sensitivity with username and password setup 
• Eliminate automated email response after sponsor has submitted request. This 

should be replaced by a three-phase notification process: 
o Request received 
o Request under Review 
o Request processed OR request denied (allow for sponsor to view explanation 

on request denial) 
• When all are selected, an email should be sent to the sponsor with the status and 

any comments that have been added by the Administrator.  
• More interactive features for the TIP Administrator and the Project Sponsor to 

communicate while documenting the communication within the system and user 
interface. Should not have to use email to do this. All should be done via the 
website.  

• Provide an option for project sponsors to upload administrative modification 
requests via template for large quantities of change requests. This will save labor 
for sponsors such as GDOT that will be entering more than 5 admin mod requests 
each quarter.  

• Complete overhaul of the requests/comments function. Currently the two features 
are confusing to the sponsor and not used as intended.  

 
Miscellaneous Improvements 

• Improve data integration and review capabilities with GDOT’s project database 
• Project Report section – “Fund Type” should instead read “Fund Source” 
• Provide the ability to easily add or remove fields in the database (e.g. “Functional 

Classification”, “B/C Ratios”, “Solicitation Technical Score”, etc.) 
• Integrate project spatial data into the database, allowing all users to see current 

project mapping within the database  
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EXHIBIT B 
Proposed Project Budget 

 
 
1. Direct Labor    Estimated Hours Rate/Hour Total Est. Cost 
(List by position all professional personnel participating 
in project) 
  

Total Direct Labor        $__________ 
 
2. Overhead Cost 
(2 CFR Part 225) 
(Overhead percentage rate) X (Total Direct Labor) 

 
Total Overhead        $__________ 

 
3. Other Direct Costs 
(List other items and basis for computing cost for each. 
Examples include computer services, equipment, etc.) 
  

Total Other Direct Costs       $__________ 
 
4. Subcontracts 
(For each, list identity, purpose and rate) 

 
Total Subcontracts        $__________ 

 
5. Travel 

a. Travel by common carrier from/to the ARC offices. 
(List number of trips and Economy class airfare, plus 
taxi and shuttle fares, etc.) 

b. Travel by private automobile within ARC area. 
(List # of days x rate) 
 
Total Travel         $__________ 

 
6. Profit (Percentage rate X basis) 

 
Total Profit         $__________ 

 

TOTAL PROPOSED BUDGET (all costs and profit)     $__________ 
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EXHIBIT B-1 

Proposed Project Budget – By Task 
 
 

TASK Estimated 
Hours 

Rate/Hr AMOUNT 

Task 1 - Assessment of Current Project Database 
System and Review of Needs 

  
 

Task 2 - Evaluation of Options to Upgrade System 
  

 

TOTAL    
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EXHIBIT C 
 

Title VI and DBE Requirements 

For Prime Contractors and Sub-grant Recipients 

 

TITLE VI  

ARC, in accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 78 Stat. 252, 42 U.S.C. 2000D to 
2000D4, and Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Department of Transportation Subtitle A, 
Office of the Secretary, Part 21, Nondiscrimination in Federally assisted programs of the 
Department of Transportation, issued pursuant to such Act, hereby notifies all Respondents 
that it will affirmatively insure that in any contract entered into pursuant to this advertisement, 
minority business enterprises shall be afforded full opportunity to submit proposals in response 
to this invitation and shall not be discriminated against on the grounds of race, color, sex, 
handicap, or national origin in consideration for an award.  

DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE (DBE) PARTICIPATION  

Overall DBE Goal:  As part of its DBE Plan, ARC has an established overall goal of 17.61 percent.   

Program Intent.   ARC has established a Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) program in 
accordance with regulations of the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), 49 CFR Part 26 
("Part 26" or "DBE Regulations"). ARC has received federal financial assistance from the 
Department of Transportation for this contract opportunity, and as a condition of receiving this 
assistance, ARC has signed an assurance that it will comply with Part 26.  

It is the policy of ARC to ensure that DBEs, as defined in Part 26, have an equal opportunity to 
participate in its DOT-assisted contracting opportunities. It is also ARC’s policy:  

(a) To ensure nondiscrimination in the award and administration of DOT-assisted contracts in 
the Department's highway, transit, and airport financial assistance programs;  

(b) To create a level playing field on which DBEs can compete fairly for DOT-assisted contracts;  

(c) To ensure that the Department's DBE program is narrowly tailored in accordance with 
applicable law;  

(d) To ensure that only firms that fully meet this part's eligibility standards are permitted to 
participate as DBEs;  

(e) To help remove barriers to the participation of DBEs in DOT-assisted contracts; and  
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(f) To assist the development of firms that can compete successfully in the marketplace outside 
the DBE program.  

Definitions. Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) as used in this Contract shall have the 
same meaning as defined in 49 CFR Part 26. A DBE is a firm in which one or more individuals 
who are women or eligible minorities own and control at least 51% of the firm.  

Compliance. All Bidders/Proposers, potential contractors, or subcontractors for this Contract 
are hereby notified that failure to carry out the policy and the DBE obligations, as set forth 
above, shall constitute a breach of Contract which may result in termination of the Contract or 
such other remedy as deemed appropriate by ARC.  

Prompt Payment Requirement.  In the event of contract award, the prime contractor agrees to 
pay each subcontractor under the prime contract for satisfactory performance of its contract no 
later than 30 days from the receipt of each payment the prime contract receives from ARC. The 
prime contractor agrees further to return retainage payments to each subcontractor within 10 
days after the subcontractors work is satisfactorily completed.  Any delay or postponement of 
payment from the above referenced time frame may occur only for good cause following 
written approval of ARC.  This clause applies to both DBE and non-DBE subcontracts.   

Any contractor found not to be in compliance with this clause will be considered in breach of 
contract and any further payments will be withheld until corrective action is taken.  If 
contractor does not take corrective action, contractor may be subject to contract termination. 

Substitution. The Bidder shall make a good faith effort to replace a DBE Subcontractor that is 
unable to perform successfully with another DBE Subcontractor. Substitution must be 
coordinated and approved by ARC.  

Documentation. The Bidder/Proposer shall establish and maintain records and submit regular 
reports, as required, which will identify and assess progress in achieving DBE subcontract levels 
and other DBE affirmative action efforts.  

Additional information on ARC’s Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program can be obtained 
from: 

Brittany Zwald, Contract & Grants Officer, Financial Services Group,  
Atlanta Regional Commission 
229 Peachtree Street NE; Suite 100 
Atlanta, GA 30303 
470.378.1494  
bzwald@atlantaregional.org 
 

 

mailto:bzwald@atlantaregional.org
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DBE UTILIZATION PLAN (Complete this form for each DBE firm participating in this proposal. 
This plan will be included in a Title VI and DBE Attachment to all USDOT funded ARC bids and 
proposals.  
 
Name of bidder/offeror’s firm:    
 
Address:    
 
City:    State:    Zip:    
 
 
Name of DBE firm:    
 
Address:    
 
City:   State:    Zip:    
 
Telephone:     
 
Description of work to be performed by DBE firm: 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
The bidder/offeror is committed to utilizing the above-named DBE firm for the work described 
above.  The estimated dollar value of this work is $______________. 
 
Affirmation 
 
The above-named DBE firm affirms that it will perform the portion of the contract for the 
estimated dollar value as stated above. 
 
By      
      (Signature)  
 
     _______________________________________________________ 
      (Title) 
 
 
If the bidder/offeror does not receive award of the prime contract, any and all 
representations in this DBE Utilization Plan shall be null and void. 
 
(submit this page for each DBE subcontractor)  
 
 

PLEASE ATTACH A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL DBE CERTIFICATION FORM. 
 


